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1. We collect here some results on the existence of solutions to the

equation /(w) =0 where/ is a function from a Banach space to its dual.

Hypotheses of continuity and of coercivity (positivity) are required.

Here we discuss in detail only the latter. Our main new point is that

it can be weakened in the Hilbert space case (Theorem 3). More re-

strictive in three important respects are the results of Shinbrot [6].

In the finite-dimensional case, the Brouwer fixed point theorem is

immediately applicable, although various more involved ideas have

been used in the past (cf. Visik [8], Shinbrot [6]). (I am indebted to

H. Samelson for some enlightening discussions in this respect.) The

general case of the equation/(«) =0, where/: X—>F, is then obtained

as a limit of solutions of ppfjp(u) =0 where £ is a finite-dimensional

subspace of X, jF is the inclusion of £ into X, and pP: Y—*F. This

includes the well-known Galerkin approximation (cf., for instance,

Hopf [2], Browder [l]). We take Fas the dual of X, which has gen-

erally been the most useful case, although the case X=Y has been

considered by Kaniel [3].

2. Finite-dimensional case. Let B denote the closed unit ball in

ra-space and S its boundary.

Lemma 1. Any nonvanishing icontinuous) vector field on B must

point toward the origin at some point of S.

This well-known fact is a simple variant of Brouwer's theorem. In-

deed, such a vector field may be normalized to obtain a mapping/

from B to S. Then apply Brouwer's theorem to —/. Conversely, if

Lemma 1 holds and g maps B into B, define hiu) =w — g(w), w££. It

is clear that h represents a vector field which nowhere on 5 points

toward the origin. Hence h vanishes somewhere on B and g has a fixed

point.

The next lemma is a variation due to Browder [l].

Lemma 2. Let B now denote the closed unit ball in complex n-space,

and S = dB. Let n>\. For any nonvanishing icontinuous) vector field

on B, there exists a point vES where the vector field is orthogonal to both

v and iv (i=( —l)1'2).
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Proof. Normalize the given vector field to obtain a map / from B

to 5. Let ( , ) denote the complex inner product. If the conclusion

were false, define

a(u) = (f(u), «)-/ | (f(u), u)\ (uES),

so that a maps 5 into the circle C in the complex plane. But the

homotopy group 7r2n_i(C) is trivial, so that a must be homotopic to a

constant. This implies that a has a continuous extension a* from B

to C. The product g(u) =a*(u)f(u) then maps P into 5; by Lemma 1

there exists vES such that g(v) = — v. Hence | (f(v), v)\ = — 1, which

is absurd.

Concerning an arbitrary norm, we have

Lemma 3. Let X be a finite-dimensional (real or complex) normed

linear space and X' its dual space; the pairing between X and X' is de-

noted by ( , ). Let B= {uEX\ \u\x^r] and S = dB. Ifamappingf
from B to X' vanishes nowhere, then

(i) there exists vES with Re(fv, v) <0,

(ii) there exists wESwith (fw, w) = 0 provided that X is not a complex

one-dimensional space.

Proof. First assume X is real. Then (ii) follows from (i) by the

continuity of /. Let E„ denote »-space provided with the usual Eu-

clidean norm; En may be identified with its own dual. By choosing a

basis of X, we find a linear homeomorphism P from En onto X. Let

L* be its adjoint and

Ju = { | w| /| Lu\x}u       (0^uEEn),

JO = 0. Then LJ is an isometry for En to X, so that fi=L*fLJdefines

a nonvanishing vector field on the unit ball in En. By Lemma 1,

/i»i = —vi for some point Vi on the unit sphere. Then v = LJvi satisfies

the desired conditions.

Now let X be complex. By considering X as a real space of twice

the number of dimensions, (i) follows. To prove (ii), define/i as be-

fore with En replaced by complex w-space. By Lemma 2, (fiWi, wi) =0

for some point Wi on the unit sphere. Let w = LJwi.

3. Passage to the limit.

Theorem 1. Let X be a Banach space, the dual of another Banach

space. Let f be a function from the ball P={w£X| \u\ ^r} in X to a

bounded subset of X'. Assume

(I) (fu, v) is a continuous function of u, whenever u and v are re-

stricted to a finite-dimensional subset.
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(II) f is also continuous in the following sense: whenever a net {ua\

in X converges weakly* to u, and the net \fua} in X' converges weakly*

to zero and ifua, up) =0 for a^/3, then we havefu = 0.

(III)! Reifu, u)^0for all uEX, \u\=r.
Then f sends some element of B into zero.

Theorem 2. Same, but with (III)i replaced by:

(III)2 ifu, u)j^0for all m£X, \u\ =r; X not a complex one-dimen-

sional space.

Theorem 3. Same, but with (III)i replaced by:

(111)3 X is a Hilbert space and fu+\u^0 for all m£A, \u\ =r,for

all\>0.

Proofs. For any finite-dimensional subspace F of X, furnished

with the induced norm, let jp denote the inclusion of £ into X and

j'p its adjoint from X' to £'. By il),j'pfjp (restricted to the ball of

radius r) is continuous from FC\B to £'. In case of (III)i or (III)2,

Lemma 3 shows that j'pfjp sends some element up(| uF\ gr) into zero.

In case A is a Hilbert space, there is a real-linear isometry of £ onto

a Euclidean space. (In the complex case, £ is considered as a real

Hilbert space of twice the dimension.) Thus Lemma 1 implies that

j'pf jp sends some element of BC\F into zero. So in all three cases we

obtain a net [up] where the set of finite-dimensional subspaces £ of

X is directed by inclusion.

Bounded sets being weakly*-compact, we may extract a subnet

{«„} which converges weakly* to some element u of X and such that

{/«„} converges weakly* to some w£A'. It follows that v annihilates

every £; hence v = 0. The assumptions of (II) are therefore satisfied

and we conclude that/w = 0.

Remark 1. If we apply Theorem 1 or 2 to the operators u—>fu—v,

where t>£X' and/: X—rX', we obtain known criteria for/ to map onto

A'.2 Specifically, (III)2 holds for every such operator provided dim X

>1 and

I ifu, u) I / I u I —> 00    as    I u I —► 00.3

Remark 2. The crucial hypothesis (II) automatically holds if X is

2 Of course, corresponding fixed point theorems are obtained by applying the

present results to the mapping u—>fu — u.

8 An example included in Theorem 3 but not Theorems 1 and 2, is the trivial func-

tional equation <t>(u(x)) = v(x) if <j> is a bounded continuous function such that

I arg <£(s) —arg z\ <* for all z but >r/2 for some z.
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reflexive4 and / is monotonic; that is,

Re (fu - fv, u - v) =; 0        (u, vE B)

(cf. Minty [5]). For a useful and more general situation, see Leray

and Lions [4]. For two different cases when (II) holds, see Strauss

[7, §6] and Browder [l]; in these cases, the approximate solutions uF

actually converge strongly in X to the solution.
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